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I’ve always been in love with horses…for as long as I remember, everything in my life has been
about them. I loved everything about horses, the way they ran, the way their manes swayed in the
wind, their tails and the way they proudly lifted them…I’ve always wanted to serve them. This was
reality though, I knew that wasn’t going to happen…at least, not until recently.

I  was cleaning out  the small  stables  we keep our  golden brown stallions  in.  We had four  of
em’…Thunder, Champion, Elsa, and Garnet. Two of them were stallions and two of them were
mares…Thunder and Champion being the stallions, Elsa and Garnet were the mares.

Everyday I cleaned out their stalls, I looked all around at every facet of them…what they did, how
they ate, what came out of their asses…yes, their asses. I loved the smell of horse poop…to me, it
was the most wonderful smell in the world. I secretly wished to lay in a pile of horsedung forever
with my horses beside me. It would’ve been a crazy dream to most people, but this was my dream
and if no one else liked it…so there.

As I was cleaning out the stalls of the horses one find afternoon alone, the horses watched me
intentively…they always seemed to do so. I’d look behind at them once and a while to see what they
were up to and they’d just look at me and then go back to eating their hay.

I shrugged once more and opened the door to Thunder’s stall…he had eaten a lot again. There was
fresh poop everywhere…I inhaled the smell and breathed out, sighing with satisfaction. Thunder
looked at me and nodded his head strangely…strange.
I went to work once again on the stall and suddenly I felt a rather strange thing on my rear…it was
Thunder, sniffing my ass!

He said to me.

“What?!?”I said.”Who said that?!”

Thunder looked at me.

“No…”I looked at Thunder thinking I was definitely crazy.

<Yes, I’m talking here Nick…is it that much of a surprise to you?>Thunder thought to me.

“I thought…”

Champion walked over to me and licked my face with his slobbery tongue.

“uhh…that feels good…”I said gasping.

Thunder thought to me.

“What price?”I asked nervous.

Thunder thought.

“That’s easy…I already do.”I smiled nervously.

Thunder said turning around and showing his butt to me.

“What?”I asked.



This was nervewracking…I had never before in my life imagine I’d be licking a stallion’s asshole
clean…oh well.

“Okay…I’ll do it.”I said walking over to the stallion’s rear.

I did so, reaching my right hand under the long tail and felt the pulsating and dirty anus under the
tail…boy it felt nice and warm underneath there…I rubbed the horse’s nice and firm butthole and
Thunder reacted raising his tail to accomidate me. All the other horses saw this and watched from
their stalls with awe…I gulped and at first just kissed the pulsating hole in front of me…mmmm. It
felt better than I thought…time to go all the way. I stuck my tongue into the awaiting pucker and
instantly I was overcome by the sweet and sour taste of Thunder’s excrement. I licked in and out
vigorously making sure to get all the dry and old feces on Thunder’s butt. Thunder shook his ass
cheeks in pleasure and beckoned for me to continue…I did so even more, until I was exhausted from
the licking.

Thunder said whinning at my service and licking my face once more.

“Did I prove myself?”I asked with horse poop all around my lips.

Thunder turned around, lifted his tail, and farted in my face letting me inhale the nice clean gas
from his ass….ahh, I guess that was a yes.

Thunder asked.

“Yes?”I asked.

Thunder said.

I bowed before my new master and picked up the smelly brown lump with my hands…it nice soft and
firm in my hands…and it was fresh, meaning that Thunder had just let this one out. I gently place
some of the lump in my mouth and closed it, tasting horse poop for the first time…ooh, how I was in
heaven right now. I went back to my duties,excited about tomorrow.

Thunder said licking me on the lips.

Oh yeah, I was definitely going to like tomorrow.

All done with my chores for the day, I swallowed the horse poop in my mouth gladly and kissed
Thunder on the rump once more and he whinnied in appreciation. He nudged me gently with his
head out of his stall and I saw all the other horses lick their lips…probably excited about the aspect
of me serving them. Looking around, I bowed to each and every one of them and left the barn to get
all washed up inside.

Later that night, I lay in bed thinking about the horses and what it would be like to stay with them
for a week…I wished it would be forever, but a week would be better than nothing at all. I went to
sleep dreaming of the very horses that I would be with tomorrow…

~~~~

In the morning, I was awaken by a bright, warm sun and my Mother who was blissfully unaware of
my plans for the week.

“I just wanted to come in and say goodbye to you honey…I know you’ll be responible so I won’t give



you ‘the talk’.”My mom said to me.

“Thanks…have a good time!”I smiled nervously.

“Now, will you be all right staying here all week for us? I mean, there’s not a lot for you to do…”My
mom said concerned.

“Don’t worry about me, Mom, I’ll be fine…you guys have a good time.”I said.

“All right, take care…”My mom said and I lay back in bed dressed in nothing but my boxers and a t-
shirt.

Within a few minutes, both my Mom and Dad drove off leaving me alone with the horses for the
week….the ENTIRE WEEK! After waiting nervously for a half hour to make sure they were gone, I
ran out of the house already firmly hard, ready to faithfully serve my new masters.

I opened the barn doors, and sure enough there were the four horses I was ready to serve…our
stallions, Thunder and Champion and our mares Elsa and Garnet. The horses whinnied and I looked
at em’.

Thunder commanded.

I did so, tossing my boxers and t-shirt into the tack room and revealed my full naked body to the
horses to appreciate. Each of the horses licked their lips and I trembled a little before each of em’
not sure what to do next.

<Now, let each of the horses out of their stalls and let come in mine.>Thunder commanded.

I did so, as each stall was big enough to house six horses. I opened the doors to each stall and the
horses whinnied in their freedom sniffing at me with their velvetly noses and nudging me with their
heads to Thunder’s stall. To their behest, I hurried into Thunder’s stall and the horses immediately
circled me, surrounding me within the stall.

“Huh?”I asked bewildered.

<We’re going to mark you as our territory now.>Thunder said as the two mares turned around and
showed their butts to me.

I  noticed  Thunder’s  cock  start  to  come  out  as  well  as  Champion  and  they  all  neighed  with
excitement. I was a little nervous about all this, to say the least but that didn’t matter to them
apparently as the two mares lifted their tails and a double flow of horse piss came spewing down
onto my naked body. I gasped as the liquid covered my entire face, hair, body, and everything. Some
of it went down my throat, and I almost gagged at the acidity taste. The flow continued for seconds
and I rolled up into a ball to get all the piss on me.

To my dissappoint though, the mares soon stopped. Elsa and Garnet came over to me and they both
licked me on the left and right side of my face with their wonderful equine tongues…oh….it was
Thunder and Champion’s turns next and I  watched as Champion proudly walked over me, his
enormous penis and balls swaying in front of me.

He commanded.

I did as he commanded and tasted the unique flavor of horse cock for the first time. The end of his



giant horse penis was sweaty and salty yet rubbery in feel. I put as much of the tool in my mouth as I
could  and  Champion  let  his  flow into  my  mouth  immediately(which  I  wasn’t  prepared  for).  I
struggled but Champion held the cock steadily in my mouth forcing it in with humps. I sat there
helpless as the hot piss make it’s way down my throat. I sat there for what seemed an eternity, as I
drank of Champion’s piss and actually began to enjoy it…before he suddenly stopped as the mare
had done. The penis soon became soft and popped right out of mouth. I licked my lips at the hot
flavor of the horse piss I had just swallowed begging my master for more.

Champion said locking his big lips with my own small ones.

“Thank you…”I said gratefully.

Thunder immediately came over to me with his penis fully erect and brought his head down to where
I was sitting.

Thunder asked me.

“I’ve come this far…”I said shrugging.

He smiled in his own way licking my face.

I sighed at his horse kiss and he soon walked over as Champion had and then immediately started to
piss all over me. I lay down on the poop, piss, and sawdust ridden floor sighing in content as
Thunder claimed me as his own…his pet, his slave, I was his property. The hot piss squirted all over
my body in great amounts coating me completely. I just lay there, not even noticing what they were
planning to do next.

The horse stopped peeing on me and the penis shriveled up like a prune as slowly walked over and
whinnied to the other horses again. They all encircled me on all four sides and I just continued to lay
there, enjoying the temporary warmth granted to me by the wonderful piss of these horses.

I opened my eyes and saw nothing but the rear ends of the horses surrounding me and I knew and
prepared for what was coming next. Soon enough, the tails lifted slowly and surely and as if in
unison the horses’ anuses expanded and out of their bowels came giants log of horse dung that came
falling right onto me. One load landed directly on my face and I was immediately covered by the soft
and mushy poop of the horses. My entire body was cover in their urine and dung and I was breathing
in it, becoming one of them…smelling like them, enjoying their desires.

I let some of the poop come into my mouth and I started eating some enjoying the “fresh” taste of
it…ooh, it was erotic to say the least.

Thunder said to me.

I did so and I emerged from the pile of dung I was under all covered in horse excrement. I started to
lick my arms clean of the horse dung and then all the horses turned around sniffing at me excitedly.
I giggled as their velvetly noses tickled my naked body and they started to lick at me, cleaning my
body with their big equine tongues. I sighed in content as I fell back into a pile of horsedung with my
head, slowly settling into my new pillow. I felt Thunder’s tongue go up my penis and balls and then I
moaned in esctasy. The two mares quickly took advantage to lick at my face and neck, and Champion
tickled my belly with his own tongue.

Champion asked me.



“Yeah…”I sighed.

Champion said licking me.

I realized then I had switched places here…I was no longer the one in charge here…the horses were
in charge of me. I didn’t care though…I was practically in heaven here! Nothing but horses in my life
for a whole week…what more could I ask for?

Thunder said.

“How?”I said.

Thunder teased turning around once more and pinning me to the wall with his gorgeous ass. He
lifted his wonderous tail up and farted in my face slightly spewing a stream of gas at me which I
inhaled…ahhh. I knew what he meant then and he laid down so I could I reach into his nice butt. My
penis, deeply in need of release I gladly put into Thunder’s anus as I lifted the tail excitedly and put
the tip of it right at the dirty hole. I started humping at the center of it and was surprised to gain
entry so quickly and gladly started humping in and out of  his  that beautiful,  wonderful  horse
butt…oh, how I LOVED horse butt. Laying down on the horse’s rump sighing to myself, I humped in
and out until I suddenly gasped and released my load into Thunder, with him whinnying all the way.
This caused the horse to fart again releasing even more gas this time. I just sighed and enjoyed the
aroma.

<I’ve never had a slave so willing and loving before…you truly are special.>Thunder said.

The other watched with admiration I guess at my mating with Thunder and Champion’s penis was
soon erect at the sight. Elsa was so excited she ran over to where I was, turned around and lifted her
tail releasing a splash of yellow piss on my head which I got some in my mouth. She had some hot
piss but it was good.

Thunder whinnied and the horses immediately left the stall leaving me and Thunder alone…well, sort
of. Thunder walked around me, sniffing at me with his velvetly nose. He came down with his head to
me and lipped my belly and then licked my face with a long swipe of his tongue. I moaned at his
course advances and then he looked me right in the eye.

Thunder asked.

“Um…sure.”I said wondering what it was.

Suddenly, out of the blue Thunder turned around and once more lifted his glorious black long tail
and showed me his expanding anus which let out one big log of horse poop which fell to the ground
in a pile of nice and soft balls. I smelt it and boy was overwhelming. Thunder looked at me and then
the poop and then I gasped.

Thunder asked.

“I didn’t expect this…but I’ll do it.”I bowed.

Thunder said watching me carefully.

I crawled over to the fresh pile of dung and smelt the fresh dung pile and touched it with a finger.
Oh, it was warm and firm! This was going to be great…suddenly, a hoof forced my face into the pile
and I couldn’t get out of it! I knew what Thunder wanted so I started chewing my poop diligently like



the slave I was. I chewed the piles in gobs and rubbed my face right in the pile…it was exhilirating,
being in that horse poop.

Thunder took his hoof off of my head and lay down on his side whinning for me to come over to him.
I came over to him, laid down in all his glory there will flies buzzing around in the warm stall.

Thunder commanded.

I obeyed the horse’s command and walked over to him nervously…was this how I was to spend my
time here…always near that gorgeous butt? I lay down right where tail was swishing about and I laid
my head right in his ass cheeks and his tail slapped up and down on my naked belly diligently…

Thunder said to the other horses.

Elsa, Garnet, and Champion came running in and immediately gathered round where I was laying
down within Thunder’s ass crack. All the horses sniffed at me interested in the human who was
slaving for them surprised that I had gone through with Thunder had commanded me to do…I was
really their slave after all.

Thunder said as a whish of horse gas came out of Thunder’s ass and spewed right in my face. I
inhaled the smelly fumes and sighed in pleasure myself. I was actually at home here…I didn’t want
to leave this stall. I wanted to serve this horses for the rest of my life.

Champion said.

Thunder yawned and farted once more.

Champion whinnied in joy and turned his ass around in my direction farting loudly as well. Boy, I
was going to be tired by the time I was done here but what the heck I said. I got up and Champion
lay down on all fours so I could get in better. I shakenly took my erected penis and put my prick into
the awaiting hole. My penis went right in and I felt not only pressure but something else within
Champion’s ass…

Champion smiled as his hole expanded. I didn’t care and just humped into the very warm poop
coming out of the anus in droves. I moaned and groaned as I attempted to keep my penis within that
poop as much as possible as came down on my private areas…I humped in and out more as the poop
continued to make it’s way out of Champion’s wonderful equine ass. The poop made squishy sounds
as I humped at it and got my lower areas covered in it. I was kind of dissappointed when Champion
stopped pooping but I went on humping in that fresh feeling and dirty ass.

I immediately cummed right then and there into Champion’s ass filling him with my seed. Champion
got up and I was stuck in his ass attached to him in his butt. I lay on his rump, exhausted by the
events of this morning. Champion pushed out and I feel onto the ground and into the sawdust and
shit covered ground. Elsa came over and took my penis in her mouth sucked on it like a lollipop with
her tongue hanging out as she slurped on my penis. I gasped in exquisite pleasure and couldn’t stop
myself from getting hard again…it was just too much.


